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With the increasing density of VLSI circuits, the interconnection wires are getting
packed even closer. This has increased the effect of interaction between these wires on
circuit performance and hence, the importance of controlling crosstalk. We consider the
gridded channel routing problem where, specifically, the channel has 3 routing layers in
the VHV configuration. Given a horizontal track assignment for the nets, we present an
optimal algorithm for minimizing the crosstalk between vertical wiring segments in the
channel by finding an optimal vertical layer assignment for them. We give an algorithm
that minimizes total crosstalk between vertical wires on the same V layer on adjacent
columns of the grid in O(v logv) time using O(v) memory, where the channel has v
columns. We then extend this algorithm to consider crosstalk between wires in non-
adjacent columns and between wires on different layers. Finally, we show how our
algorithms can be extended to take crosstalk tolerance specifications for nets into
account.
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1. INTRODUCTION

With VLSI fabrication entering the deep sub-
micron era, devices and interconnection resources
are being placed at an ever increasing proximity.
Reduction in the interconnection and transistor
switching delays results in faster signal transition
times. All these factors increase the coupling effect
(inductive and capacitive) between wiring re-
sources. Increased coupling effect not only in-
creases signal delays, but also decreases signal

*Corresponding author.

integrity due to transmission line behavior. This
phenomenon is called crosstalk. In addition to the
coupling effect, crosstalk depends on signal
transition time [1]. We consider the minimization
of coupling effect when the signal transition time
is fixed at a value determined by the technology
used.

There is some work in the literature on crosstalk
minimization for multi-chip modules [2, 3, 4] and
for integrated circuits [6]. In this paper, we address
the crosstalk minimization problem during chan-
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nel routing of integrated circuits. Previous work
on the crosstalk problem in channel routing falls
into two main categories. In the first category, the
gridless routing model is used. Spacings between
wires are adjusted to reduce crosstalk [3]. In the
second category, the gridded 2-layer channel
model is used. Horizontal track permutations are
done to minimize crosstalk [6]. In this paper, we
consider the gridded 3-layer VHV model for the
channel. In this model, the vertical wires may be
assigned to either the top or bottom routing layers.
We assume that track assignment for the middle H
layer has been specified. This may be accomplished
by using a conventional channel width minimiza-
tion algorithm [11] or by permuting horizontal
tracks to minimize crosstalk [6]. The only degree of
freedom that is available now is to choose the
layer assignments for the vertical wiring seg-
ments. We show how to do this assignment in
order to minimize the total crosstalk between
vertical wires.

In actual designs, the tolerance (noise budget)
for crosstalk on a net is specified by the noise
sensitivity of the net and by its wiring length
(which is fixed for the proposed layer assignment
problem). This can be translated into tolerance
specifications for each vertical wire segment in the
net (described in Section 4). We show how the
total crosstalk between vertical wires can be
minimized, while each wire satisfies its noise
tolerance.
Our algorithms target the total vertical crosstalk

only. The crosstalk between the horizontal wires is
an important component of the total crosstalk in
the channel. Since our algorithms take the
horizontal track assignment as an input, one could
use previously developed algorithms that target
crosstalk while doing this assignment [6]. Thus the
input to our algorithms can take the crosstalk
between horizontal wires into account.

In the next section we introduce the notation to
be used in this paper. The model for estimating
crosstalk is formally specified. In section 3, we
describe the algorithm that finds an optimal layer
assignment for the vertical wires with the objective

of minimizing the total crosstalk between them. In
section 4 we show how the algorithm can be
extended to allow for a specificaiton of crosstalk
tolerance for nets.

2. PROBLEM DEFINITION

We first formalize the channel routing problem. A
channel is a layered rectangular routing area with
pins placed at the top and bottom edges. We
assume that there is a grid superimposed over all
the layers of the channel and that all terminals are
on the grid points on the top and bottom edges of
the channel. Such a channel is called a gridded
channel. The channel routing problem is to connect
pins in each net. A valid routing solution consists
of a routing for wires along grid edges such that
two wires do not share a grid edge or grid point.
Thus, the following holds for a valid routing
solution.

1. Wires may be routed only on grid edges. No
two wires of different nets can share a common
grid edge or grid point. We say that there is a
horizontal wiring violation if two horizontal
wiring segments share a grid edge or a grid
point. Similarly, we say that there is a vertical
wiring violation if two vertical wires share a grid
edge or a grid point.

2. Each layer is reserved exclusively for horizontal
or vertical wires. We call a layer reserved for
horizontal wires a horizontal layer, which will
be denoted H. Similarly, we call a layer reserved
for vertical wires a vertical layer, which will be
denoted V.

We assume that the routing channel has three
layers in the VHV configuration i.e., the top and
bottom layers are for vertical wires and the middle
layer for horizontal wires. The number of tracks
used in a channel routing solution is called the
channel width and is denoted w. The number of
nets crossing a column is called the local density of
the column. The maximum of all local densities is
called the channel density and is denoted d.
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Obviously, the channel density is a lower bound on
the channel width since there is only one hori-
zontal layer.
For a 3 layer VHV channel there are no vertical

conflicts. Thus, the left edge algorithm can find a
valid routing solution with optimum channel
width [7] i.e., channel width equals channel
density. A optimum solution that does not use
doglegs can be determined by this algorithm.
Hence, we assume that the input to the algorithms
is a routing solution that does not use doglegs.

Let the number of vertical columns in the
channel grid be v i.e., the number of pins on each
side of the channel is v. The pins are numbered 1,
2,..., v on the top and v+ 1, v+2,...,2v at the
bottom of the channel, both left to right. Thus, the
channel is a wx v grid.
The input to the algorithm specifies the values of

w, v, the pins in the channel that are connected by
each net and the horizontal track number used to
route each net as determined by the channel
routing algorithm. We denote the set of vertical
wires by W. Each vertical wire is labeled by the
number of the pin it is connected to. For a wire
connecting the two terminals in the same column,
it is labeled by the number of the pin at the top of
the column. For other wires, this label is uniquely
determined by its location. A vertical layer assign-
ment of the vertical wires is mapping Y: W{T,B}.
Here Y(i)= T means that the vertical wire is
assigned to the top vertical layer. Similarly,
Y(/)= B means that the vertical wire is assigned
to the bottom vertical layer.

Consider a given routing solution specified by a
horizontal track assignment and a layer assign-
ment of the vertical wires. Let distance (i, j) denote
the horizontal distance between two vertical wires,
i,j E W. Also, let coupling_length (i, j) be the
number of horizontal grid lines in the channel
for which there is no vertical wire between wires
and j. The vertical crosstalk between two vertical
wires i, j W, j and belonging to different multi-
terminal nets, is defined as,

Ci,j coupling_length (i,j)/(distance(i, j))s (1)

where s is some constant (s is about 1.34 for
capacitive coupling [10] but, due to inductive
coupling, the total effective s is about 2 [8]). For
two wires belonging to the same net Ci,j 0.

Thus, crosstalk between two vertical wires on
the same layer, and belonging to distinct nets, is
proportional to the lengths that are not shielded
from each other by some other vertical wire.
Across two layers, wires are unshielded from each
other, and crosstalk is proportional to the over-
lapping lengths. It is difficult to accurately model
the crosstalk across different layers, since different
materials are filled between metal layers. A more
accurate estimate for such wires can be used
without requiring any modifications to our algo-
rithms.
The above concepts are illustrated in the

following example.

Example 1 Refer to the channel in Figure 1. In this
figure, v 5 and w 3. Let s and let the distance
between the two V layers be 2 units and between
adjacent columns in the grid be unit. Consider
the layer assignment, Y(1)= Y(2)= Y(3)= Y(9)= T
and Y(5) Y(6)= Y(8)= B. Then, the crosstalk
C1,2 1/1 1 while C1,3--0 since vertical wire 2
allows no coupling between wires and 3. Also,
C2,9=0 because there is no coupling and C6,9--
1/v/]- because the wires are on distinct layers and
hence the distance between them is 9’32+ 22
Finally, C8,9 =0 as wires 8 and 9 belong to the
same multi-terminal net.

2 3 4 5

11

6 7 8 9 10

FIGURE A sample channel.
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is,
The total vertical crosstalk in a routing solution

The problem we address in this paper is as follows:

Vertical Layer Assignment Problem Given a 3
layer VHV channel specification, a set of multi
terminal nets and a solution to the channel routing
problem such that ea’ch net uses exactly one
horizontal segment (no doglegs), find a layer
assignment Y for. the vertical wires that minimizes
the total vertical crosstalk.

An alternative objective function is defined in
Section 4, for which a similar solution to the one
we propose can be applied.

3. CROSSTALK MINIMIZATION
ALGORITHM

We now describe the algorithms for minimizing
vertical crosstalk. Our algorithms are intrinsically
independent of the crosstalk model defined in the
previous section. Thus any other model that
assigns a value to Ci,j statistically, i.e., the value
depends only on the coordinates of the vertical
wires and the horizontal track assignment, can be
used in conjunction with our algorithms.
To simplify the presentation, we divide this

section into three parts. In the first subsection we
consider crosstalk between vertical wires on
adjacent columns of the same V layer of the
channel only. We show how to transform the
crosstalk minimization problem, for this case, into
one of the computing the shortest path in a graph.
In the second subsection we generalize the solution
to the case where we consider crosstalk between
wires on the same layer that are at most K columns
apart, for any specified K. In the last subsection,
we extend the algorithm to take crosstalk bet-
ween wires on different vertical layers into
account.

3.1. Adjacent Columns Only

As mentioned before, in this section we consider
crosstalk between vertical wires on adjacent
columns on the same layer of the channel grid
only. Thus, the vertical crosstalk Ci,j is zero if
Y(i) Y(j) or li-j[ 1. We first show how to
capture the channel and crosstalk information in
terms of a directed graph. Then we prove that a
shortest path computation on the graph yields an
optimal solution to the crosstalk minimization
problem.
We construct a graph G(N,E) where the

vertex set N has up to 4 vertices for each
column of the channel C. Consider some column
j of the grid. If column j has just one vertical
wire then the possible layer assignments to that
wire are T and B. We create two vertices, (T)y
and (B)j, corresponding to these two possibili-
ties. If the column has two vertical wires then the
possible layer assignments are represented by the
ordered pairs (T, B), (B, T) (T, T) and (B, B),
where the first entry represents the layer assign-
ment to the vertical wire connected to the top
pin in the column and the second entry
represents the layer assignment for the vertical
wire connected to the bottom pin. Corresponding
to these possibilities, we generate vertices (T, B),
(B, T), (T, T)j, (B, B)y. If the two vertical wires
in column j have an overlap then only the
vertices (T, B)y and (B, T)y are generated. This is
because assigning these two wires to the same
vertical layer leads to an infeasible routing
solution. The above discussion is summarized
in the following equations.

if column j has only
one vertical wire
if column j has two
overlapping vertical
wires
if column j has two

non-overlapping
vertical wires
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Let 2Vs be the set of vertices generated correspond-
ing to column j of the grid. Then the vertex set is,

N- {source, sink} ] 2Vs.
j=l

Here source and sink are special vertices. We refer
to the set Nj. as the column j of N.
The edges are from each vertex in 2Vs to each

vertex in 2Vs.+ 1, forj 1, 2,...,v-1. The length of an
edge equals the sum of vertical crosstalks between
the vertical wires in column j and columnj+ 1, for
the vertical layer assignment specified by the two
vertices linked by the edge. For example, the edge
connecting (B, T)j and (T, B)j+I has length
C,v+j+a+ Cv+j,+ 1. In addition, there is an edge
from source to every vertex in N1 and an edge from
every vertex in Nv to sink. The lengths of these
edges is 0.

Example 2 For the channel in Figure 1, the vertex
subsets are, NI {(B,T)I, (T, B)I}, N2 {(T)2,
(B)2}, N3 {(B, T)3, (T, B)3, (T, T)3, (B, B)3},
N4={(T)4, (B)4} and N= {(T), (B)}. The
corresponding graph in shown in Figure 2. The
distance between adjacent columns in the channel
grid is assumed to be unit and s 1.
Now the algorithm for layer assignment of

vertical wires proceeds by finding the shortest
directed path from source to sink. Denote this path
by P. Such a path will have exactly one vertex
from )Vs. for each j= 1,2,... ,v. The layer assign-
ment for the vertical wires is then derived from
the labels of the vertices on the shortest path.
The following pseudo-code shows the complete
algorithm.

FIGURE 2 Crosstalk in adjacent columns.

Algorithm assign_layers (C)
/* Assign layers to the vertical wires in channel C*/
{
1. Generate graph G(N, E) corresponding to 8;
2. Compute shortest path P from source to sink

in G;
3. forj=ltov
4. if column j has only one vertical wire k then
5. if (T) 6 P then Y(k)= T else Y(k)= B;
6. endif;
7. if column j has two vertical wires then
8. if (B, T) 6 P then Y(j)= B, Y(j+ v)= T;
9. if (T, B) 6 P then Y(j)= T, Y( j+ v)= B;
10. if (T, T)6 P then Y(j)= T, Y( j+ v)= T;
11. if (B, B) 6 P then Y(j B, Y( j+ v) B;
12. endif;
13. endfor;
)

Example 3 Continuing Example 2, in the graph
in Figure 2 one shortest path is source, (B, T)I,
(T)2, (B, T)3, (B)4, (T)5, sink and has length 0. The
optimal layer assignment is then, Y(1)= Y(3)=B
and Y(2)= Y(5)= Y(6)= Y(8)= Y(9)= T.

In general, for a column j, if (B) P then the
vertical wire in column j is assigned to the bottom
vertical layer. Similar interpretations apply to
vertices labeled by tuples.
The following theorem gives the optimality of

the algorithm.

THEOREM Ifonly tke vertical crosstalk between
vertical wires on tke same V layer in adjacent
columns of ckannel C is considered, tken Algoritkm
assign-layers computes tke layer assignment for
vertical wires tkat minimizes tke total vertical
crosstalk in tke ckannel C in time O(v logv) using

O(v) memory, wkere v is tke number ofcolumns in C.

Proof Consider any vertical layer assignment to
the vertical wires in channel 8. It corresponds to
choosing exactly one vertex from each Nj for j= 1,
2,...,v. Thus, it defines a path from source to sink
since every pair of vertices in consecutive columns
of N is connected in G (N, E). The length of this

path equals the total vertical crosstalk in the
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channel, under this layer assignment. Similarly,
any path in G from source to sink contains exactly
one vertex per column of N and gives a valid
vertical layer assignment of the vertical wires in C.
The length of the path equals the corresponding
total vertical crosstalk in C. Hence, the shortest
path in G corresponds to a minimum vertical
crosstalk assignment to the vertical wires in C.
We note that IV[ _< 4v + 2 and [E[ <_ 16(v- 1) +

8. The shortest path computation can be done in
time O([V[ log [V[ + [g]) [9] which reduces to
O(v logv), for this problem. The rest of the steps
can be done in time O(v). The amount of memory
used is proportional to the size of the graph and
hence is O(v).

3.2. Non-Adjacent Columns

In this section, we show how to extend Algorithm
assign_ layers to handle the case where we consider
the crosstalk between vertical wires in non-
adjacent columns of the channel. We assume that
the crosstalk will be considered between vertical
wires that are at a distance at most K, for some
specified K. By choosing a large enough value for
K one can obtain a layer assignment that
minimizes the total vertical crosstalk to any given
accuracy. We still consider crosstalk between wires
on the same V layers only. Thus the vertical
crosstalk Ci,j is zero if r(i) Y(j) or li-jl > K.
To extend the formulation, we group the

columns of the channel C into sets ofK consecutive
columns. Assume that v a K, for some a >0.
Then the sets of consecutive columns are defined
as Sj={(j-1) K+i[ 1, 2,...K} forj 1, 2,...,
a1. The construction of graph G(N,E) is then
quite similar to the one in the previous subsection.
The difference is that the vertex subset Nj is
constructed for each set of K consecutive columns,
not for each column. The set Nj contains one
vertex for each of the possible combinations of
vertical layer assignments to the vertical wires in
the columns in the set S for j= 1, 2,... ,a. The

vertices in Nj will be labeled by m-tuples for some
rn < 2K, since there can be up to 2K wires in K
columns. These tuples represent the layer assign-
ments to the wires in the K columns in S and the
wires occur in the tuple in the order of increasing
wire numbers.

Edges in G are from each vertex in Nj to each
verex in N+I for j= 1, 2,..., a. The length of an
edge is equal to the sum of vertical crosstalks
between the vertical wires in the columns in S and
the columns in Sj+ 1, under the layer assignments
corresponding to the end-points of the edge. In
addition, to take into account the crosstalk
between vertical wires within the sets of columns
Sj, we assign a cost to each vertex. The cost of a
vertex in Nj equals the sum of crosstalks between
the vertical wires in the columns in S, due to the
layer assignment specified by the vertex. The
source and sink vertices are added as before. They
have a cost of 0 each. Edges of cost 0 are added
from source to all vertices in N1 and from all
vertices in N to sink: Example 4 shows an
instance of this construction.

Example 4 Consider the channel in Figure 3. In
this figure, v 4 and w 3. Let s 1, K 2 and
let the distance between adjacent columns in the
grid be unit. A illustration of the above graph
construction for this channel is shown in Figure 4.
Here $1 { 1, 2} and $2 {3, 4}. The correspond-

2 3 4

2 2

3 3

FIGURE 3 Another sample channel.

1If v is not a multiple of K then the last group of columns has less than K members.
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r
(a,a,rh

,T)I (T,B,T)2

(B,T,B)2 (B,B,T)2 (T,T,B)2 (T,B,T)2

2.5 3.5 3 2.5

2.5 3 3 2

2 3 3 2.5

2.5 3 3.5 2.5

Lengths

Graph

FIGURE 4 Crosstalk in non-adjacent columns, K 2.

ing vertex subsets are NI=((B, TB)I (B,B,T)I,
(T,T, B)I, (T, B, T)I} andN2 ((B, T, B)2, (B, B,T)2,
(T,T, B)2, (T, B, T)2}. The matrix next to the graph
gives the distances between the vertices in N1 and
N2. The vertical wires, in the column group Sj,
connected to the pins at the top of the channel first
occur left to right in the tuple and then the vertical
wires connected to the pins at the bottom of the
channel are listed. Thus, the tuple (B, T, B)I
corresponds to the assignment Y(1) B, Y(2) T
and Y(6)- B. We show examples of how the edge
lengths and vertex costs are determined. Consider
the vertex (B, B, T)I. The cost of this vertex is

C1,2 "q- C1,6 2/1 + 0 2. For the edge from (B,
T, B)I to (B, T, B)2 the edge length is C1,7 q- C2,4 +
C6,7 1/2 + 0 + 2/1 2.5.

Having derived the graph G(N, E), from the
information in channel C, the algorithm now is to
find a path P from source to sink that minimizes
the sum of the lengths of the edges on P and the
costs of vertices on P. A minor modification of the
shortest path algorithm can be used to compute
this path. The modification is to replace each
vertex a (except source and sink) by a pair of
vertices ain and aout. All the edges from a to some
other vertex b are replaced by edges from aout to

bin. An edge from ain to aout of length equal to the
cost of a is added. Let the resultant graph be
G’(V’,E’). Now the regular shortest path algo-

rithm can be applied to the transformed graph G’
to get the minimum crosstalk layer assignment.
The modification of steps 3 through 13 in

Algorithm assign_layers, to adapt to the fact that
vertex labels can be m-tuples for some m _< 2K, is
straightforward.

Example 5 For the graph in Figure 4, one of the
shortest paths in source, (B, T, B)I (B, T, B)2 sink
with length 2.5. The corresponding optimal layer
assignment is Y(1)= Y(6)= Y(7)= Y(8)= B
and Y(2) Y(4) T.

The following theorem gives the optimality of
the algorithm.

THEOREM 2 Ifonly the vertical crosstalk between
vertical wires on the same V layer that are at a
distance at most K in channel is considered, then
the above modification to Algorithm assign layers
computes the layer assignmentfor vertical wires that
minimizes the total vertical crosstalk in the channel
C in time 0(4r. (4/C+logv)) using 0( 16K) memory.

Proof The proof of optimality of this algorithm
is quite similar to the one for Theorem 1. To show
why the above memory and running times are
correct, we observe that that the each column
group Sj is represented by at most 4K vertices in Nj.
Since there are [] column groups we get vl _<
aKIn] and IE1<16[3. The transformation of the
problem of finding a path with shortest sum of
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vertex costs and edge lengths on G was trans-
formed to the shortest path on G’. We note that

v’l _< 21vI and IE’I_< IEI/IVI. Since the com-
putation of the shortest path can be done in time
o (Iv’l log v’l / IE’I) we get the claimed result.

In practical situations, one would not consider
K more than 3 since the crosstalk contributed by
distant columns drops almost quadratically due to
the exponent s in the crosstalk function, as can be
seen fom Equation 1. Also, due to the density of
wires in the channel, wires at larger distances are
likely to be shielded from each other. Hence, the
complexity of the above algorithm as stated in
Theorem 2 is acceptable.

on the path yields the minimum total vertical
crosstalk layer assignment.

Example 6 For the channel in Example 4 let the
distance between two columns of the grid be unit
and that between the two V layers be 2 units. To
take into account crosstalk between wires in
different V layers the cost of vertex (B, T, B)I
has to be modified to C1,2 + C2,6 2x/ + 1/2
1.4. Similar changes need to be made to other
vertex costs. The length of the edge from (B, T, B)I
to (B,B, T)2 is increased by C2,7+C6,8 2/x/+
2/v/- 1.6 and hence, the new length is 5.1. Other
edge lengths are modified similarly. ]

Similar arguments as before prove the opti-
mality of the algorithm.

3.3. Different F Layers

We now show how to take the crosstalk between
wires on different V layers into account. Thus, now
the vertical crosstalk Ci,j is assumed to be zero only
when lijl > K. This is a necessary extension of the
previous subsections since grid spacings are of the
same order as the distance between the two V
layers (the inter-column spacing in the grid is
about 0.8 Ix and that between the two V layers is
2.8 Ix in current technology [5]). Thus, crosstalk
between wires in different layers is not negligible if
no grounding plane exits between layers, which is
the case with most VLSI designs. Furthermore,
inter-layer crosstalk is getting significant due to
deep sub-micron technology and increasing mut-
ual capacitance of thick wires.
The algorithm in subsection 3.2 is extended to

handle this case. The graph construction is
identical to the one in the previous subsection.
The vertex costs are modified by adding the
crosstalk between vertical wires on different V
layers for the layer assignment given by the label of
the vertex. Similarly, the edge lengths are increased
to reflect the crosstalk between wires on different V
layers. As before, the path from source to sink that
minimizes the sum of edge lengths and vertex costs

4. EXTENSION: ALTERNATIVE OBJECTIVE

During practical designs of high-speed VLSI
circuits, crosstalk noise is usually treated as a
constraint. In this section we show how the ideas
in the previous sections can be extended to do the
vertical layer assignment under crosstalk con-
straints on vertical wires. Typically, the tolerances
are specified for entire nets, not individual wires.
However, the noise tolerances of each vertical
wires can be derived from the noise budget of a
signal net by the following method: Given a noise
budget of a net, the noise tolerance of each wire
segment (both horizontal and vertical wire seg-
ments) is proportional to its length. Note that a
long net can cross several channels, and crosstalk
is accumulated over these channels. It is reason-
able to use the above method to derive noise
tolerance for each vertical wire segment, since the
length of each horizontal and vertical wire segment
constituting a net is fixed. The only degree of
freedom is to assign vertical layers to each vertical
wire segment, so as to minimize total vertical
crosstalk in each channel, while the crosstalk on
each wire segment is constrained by its tolerance.
Recall that the crosstalk between horizontal wires
has already been minimized in the horizontal track
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assignment preceding the vertical layer assign-
ment.
We can now define the modified vertical layer

assignment problem precisely. Suppose a tolerance
crosstalk for each vertical wire is specified by a
function tol." W --+TO such that, for a vertical wire
E W, tol (i) gives the maximum permissible value
of the crosstalk for the wire segment i. Define the
crosstalk for wire E W to be

a(i)--
jeW,jgi

Finding a valid layer assignment that adheres to
these tolerances is an alternative objective. Thus
the modified problem is:

Modified Vertical Layer Assignment Problem:
Given a 3 layer VHV channel specification, a set of
multi terminal nets, a solution to the channel routing
problem such that each net uses exactly one
horizontal segment (no doglegs), and a tolerance

function tol." W 7. Find a layer assignment Yfor
the vertical wires that minimizes the total vertical
crosstalk such that,for each wire i W, a (i)<_tol (i).

A solution to this problem can be useful if nets
are ordered by performance requirements and the
crosstalk that each net can tolerate is different. A
simple modification of the algorithm in subsection
3.1, as described below, finds a optimal layer
assignment that keeps tht crosstalk at each vertical
wire within the specified tolerance or declares the
problem to be infeasible. We describe the modi-
fication for the case in Section 3.1 for the sake of
simplicity. This can be easily extended to the cases
in Sections 3.2 and 3.3.

Let G (N, E) be the graph used to model the
channel in Section 3.1. We observe that, for wire i,
the value of a(/) is determined by the layer
assignment to the wires in the columns to the
immediate left and right of the column containing
i. Thus, given a node corresponding to a particular
layer assignment to the wires in the column
containing i, and given a predecessor and a
successor for it, we can determine exactly how

much crosstalk a (/) is present on under the layer
assignment specified by the three nodes. Based on
this we can transform the graph G into a new one,
G" (V", E") using two steps. The first step is as
follows: Consider a vertex xV-{source, sink}
that represents a particular layer assignment in the
column containing wire i. Let V1c V be the set of
predecessors and V2c V the set of successors of x.
Then we add [Vl[ + [V2] copies of x to V", one for
each predecessor and each successor of x. We call
the copy corresponding to yV1 as Xy, and the
copy corresponding to zV2 as Xz. We assign a
vertex cost to Xy equal to the length of arc (y, x) in
G, and a cost equal to the length of arc (x, z) to xz.
The arc (Xy, Xz) with length 0 is added. This is done
for each vertex in V-{source, sink}. Also, the
edges (Yx, Xy) and (xz, Zx) with length 0 are added
to E".

In the second step, the crosstalk a(i) due to layer
assignments specified by vertices y, x and z is
computed. It is easy to see this equals the sum of
costs associated with the vertices Xy and x. If this
sum exceeds tol (/) then the edge (Xy, x) is deleted
from E". This step is executed for each x E V-
{source, sink}.

Example 7 Consider the graph G as shown in
Figure 2. The transformation described above is
shown for a part of the graph G in Figure 5. The
graph G is reproduced for easy reference. The
vertex (B)2 in G has two predecessors and four
successors. Hence the block corresponding to this
vertex has six vertices, one corresponding to each
predecessor and each successor of (B)2 in G.
Consider the copy of (B)2 that is adjacent to a
copy of (B, T)I. This vertex has cost 1, which was
the cost of the edge ((B, T)I, (B)2) in G. The other
vertex costs can be interpreted similarly.
Now any path from source to sink will contain

two vertices, which are in fact copies of the same
vertex in G, for each column in channel. Thus, the
layer assignment for the vertical wires in a column
is still uniquely determined by what vertices lie on
the path. Since the crosstalk (length) of every edge
in G gets duplicated in the copies of its source
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(B,T)3

(B)4 (B)
5

:.,0,
or)

4 cr)
(B,B)3

All edge lengths

are zero.

FIGURE 5 Crosstalk in adjacent columns with specified tolerance.

vertex and its destination vertex in G", the length
of the path now is double the crosstalk in the
channel. Clearly, this does not affect the relative
ordering of paths according to their lengths.
From the above discussion it can be seen that

the solution to the modified crosstalk minimiza-
tion problem is equivalent to finding the path in
the transformed graph G" that minimizes the total
cost of vertices on it. Note that all the edges in G"
have zero weight. This path can be computed using
the modification to the shortest path algorithm
described in Section 3.2. If no path from source to
sink exists in G" then solving the problem under
the given set of tolerances is infeasible. The
complexity is the same as mentioned in Theorem

because IV"[ <_ 8v+2 and [E"[ <_ [E[+16v<_
32v-8 i.e., V"I and IE"I are both O(v). We state

the following result. It follows from the above
discussion and Theorem 1.

THEOREM 3 Ifonly the vertical crosstalk between
vertical wires on the same V lay in adjacent columns

of channel is considered, then the above modifica-
tion to Algorithm assign_layers computes the
optimal solution to the modified vertical layer
assignment problem in the channel in time O(v
log v) using O(v), memory, where v is the number of
columns in C.

The method for dividing the tolerance for a net
among the wires constituting it, described at the
beginning of this section, is only a simple way of
translating net tolerance to wire tolerance specifi-
cations. In general, this might result in a vertical
layer assignment problem being declared infeasi-
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ble, while it might have been feasible had the
tolerances been divided in some other way. A
remedy to this is to use the above algorithm as an
inner loop in an iteration. In the event that the
problem is declared infeasible, the tolerance for
critical wires, i.e., those wires for which no
corresponding edge exists in E", can be reduced
in the next iteration.

5. CONCLUSIONS

With increasing VLSI circuit densities, the pro-
blem of minimizing crosstalk between interconnec-
tion resources becomes important. We showed
how to minimize the crosstalk between vertical
wiring segments for a 3-layer VHV channel
routing problem. Our algorithm is optimal and
makes use of known efficient solutions to the
shortest path problem. An extension of this
method shows how to minimize the total vertical
crosstalk while, at the same time, keeping the
crosstalk on each vertical wire (or each net) within
a specified bound.
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